Note that the theorem extends a result of de Christoforis [3] who proved that (3) holding for all compact convex sets K with non-empty interior is equivalent to P being hyperbolic with respect to all noncharacteristic directions. However, the latter condition is strictly stronger than those given in the theorem.
0
Note further that the condition PL(Jf) implies the condition PL(Jf) which was used by Meise, Taylor and Vogt [15] , sect. 4, to characterize when 0 0
P(D) : C^CK) -> C°°(K) admits a continuous linear right inverse.
For homogeneous polynomials the converse implication holds, too, however, it remains open whether it holds also for non-homogeneous polynomials.
The main steps in the proof of the theorem are the following: First we use Fourier analysis, an idea of proof from Meise and Taylor [13] and a result of Franken [4] improving a theorem of Meise, Taylor and Vogt [16] , 0 to characterize when for convex compact sets K C Q C IR"^ K -^ 0, the restriction map PQ,K : Sp{Q) -> ^p{K) is surjective. One of the characterizing conditions is the Phragmen-Lindelof condition PL(K,Q) (see 2.9 
) which also characterizes the surjectivity of PQ,K ' • ^p{Q) -V p(K), where Vp(L) = {^ C V\L) \ P{D)p. = 0}
. From this we obtain that (1), (3) and (5) are equivalent (see 2.11). Then we show that (1) is a local property of QK and use this to get "fundamental solutions" (see 3. 3) having certain lacunas. Together with a particular Whitney partition of unity in IR/ 1 \ K these "fundamental solutions" allow the construction of RK in (4) . By a result of Tidten [24] on the existence of continuous linear extension operators for the functions in £{K)^ (2) is an easy consequence of (4).
In [5] the main results of the present paper are used to characterize the homogeneous differential operators P(D) that admit a continuous linear right inverse on C7°°(^), fl, any bounded, convex, open subset ofIR 71 in terms of the existence of fundamental solutions for P{D) which have support in closed half spaces.
Preliminaries.
In this section we introduce most of the notation that will be used subsequently and we prove some auxiliary results on plurisubharmonic functions and weighted spaces of analytic functions on algebraic varieties. and L CC A, / € INo. We endow ^*(A) with the semi-norms 11/11^= 11/11^ +II/HL,Z, ^ccA, ZeINo.
Spaces of C°°-functions
Moreover for a compact set A C IR" we define , L ^ 0, for which all elements of £p(L) resp. Vp(L) can be extended to elements of (R 71 ) resp. VpCBy). To do this we will use Fourier analysis. Therefore, we show in this section that £p{L) and Vp(L) are isomorphic to certain weighted spaces of holomorphic functions on the zero-variety of P. To prove this we need the following two lemmas. Since {e/|e|, f^(e\... /n(e)} is an orthonormal basis of ([ <n , we have
Using the fact that also {xl\x\,f^(x),... ,/n(^)} is an orthonormal basis of (C 71 , the following holds for 6 := ^i:
Hence A := Aa;^ satisfies (3) with a sufficiently large number C > 0 which depends only on <?i and K, ( 
is a linear topological isomorphism between the following spaces:
(1)^:£p(X),^A^(V(P)) (2)^:Pp(^^A^(y(P)).
Proof. 
where
. We claim that the map
is a topological isomorphism. Using this claim it is easy to check that the resulting isomorphism is F. 
Now observe that for k G IN there exists a function bk € A^CC 71 ) such that:
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This implies that the following function is well-defined:
Moreover hk G A^^ and there exist numbers €4 {k) > 0, k (E IN such that:
By definition we have gk = hk -/^-n-This implies that the following function is well-defined:
From the inequalities (3) and (4) it follows that g G AJ^(V(P)). Obviously P(^)=/.
The P(P)-extension property for compact, convex sets.
In this section we introduce the P(D)-extension property for compact 
(a) We say that {K^Q) has the P(D)-extension property if for each f C £p(K) there exists g € £p(Q) with g\K = f. If Q =^K n we say that K has the P(D)-extension property. (b) If the conditions in (a) are satisfied for Vp instead of£p, and ifK and Q are compact we say that (K^ Q) (resp. K) has the P(D)-extension property for V.
Thus, K has the P(D)-extension property, if the analogue of Whitney's extension theorem holds for the zero-solutions of P(D). The following lemma shows that it makes no difference to extend zero-solutions or arbitrary solutions of P(D).
2.2.
LEMMA. -Let K c Q C W be closed, convex sets with K ^ 0 and P e (E[^i,..., Zn}. The following assertions are equivalent:
has the P(D)-extension property, (2) for each u e £(K) and v e £(Q) satisfying P(D)u = V\K there is w e £(Q) with P(D)w = v and W\K
Proof. -(1) =^ (2): Suppose (K, Q) hos the P (^-extension property and let u, v be given as in (2) . Using Whitney's extension theorem and the
By (1) there exists a function g e £(Q) with P(D)g = 0 and g\K = u-h\K'
Hence w := g + h has the required properties. 
(D)G = P(D)F with G e £(Q, K).
Then the function g := F -G is in fp(Q) and satisfies g\K = /.
2.3.
Remark. -Lemma 2.2 holds too if we replace "P(P)-extension property" by "P(D)-extension property for P'", ^ by "P'" and if Q is compact.
The following lemma shows that it suffices to consider irreducible polynomials in order to decide when a pair (K, Q) of compact and convex sets satisfies the P(Z))-extension property. Proof. -We prove the lemma only for the class £. To formulate a characterization of the P(D)-extension property in terms of a condition on the zero-variety V(P) of P we need the following definitions. (2) imply (3), where: (2) imply (3), where:
DEFINITION. -Let V be an analytic variety. A function u : V -> 1R U {-00} is called plurisubharmonic ifu is plurisubharmonic in the regular points Vreg ofV and locally bounded on V. In order that u is upper semicontinuous on the singular points Vsmg of V we let
Remarks. -A similar but different Phragmen-Lindelof condition was used by Hormander [7] to characterize the surjectivity of linear partial differential operators on A(»), the space of all real-analytic functions on a convex open set ^ in IR/ 1 . Hormander was the first one who noticed that conditions of this type arise in connection with certain problems for partial differential equations.
The conditions formulated in 2.6 are close to those used by Meise, Taylor and Vogt [15] to characterize when P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse on <f(^) or P'^), ^ as above. For references to other PL-conditions we refer to the comprehensive article of Meise, Taylor and Vogt [18] . 
B^QnA^(V(P))cCBi,K>
Obviously, property (5) is equivalent to the Phragmen-Lindelof condition APL(X,Q). Proof. -(1) <^> (3) and (2) ^ (4) hold by Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. Hence the proof is complete, if we show that (3), (4) and (5) are equivalent. In doing this, we let V := V(P). 
For £ > 0 let

Ve(z) := ^ (U(Z) + W{z)) + ^log |^)|, ^ € V.
By the properties of u and w, the function v^ satisfies (6) and (7) imply that the function Ve --C\ satisfies (i/ and (ii)' for the 2i sets \K and XQ. From (iii)' we get for all 0 < 6 < e:
Passing to the limit 8 = 0 this implieŝ
Since ZQ was arbitrarily given and the above inequality holds for all A € ]1,2] we get
Hence u satisfies (5) of PL(K, Q) with h and C := 2Co + Ci.
(5) =» (3): Let fc ^ 1 be given and fix u e PSH(V) satisfying 2.6(a)(l) and 2.6(a)(2) for the number k. By 1.6 there exist w e PSH((C 71 ) and V ^ fc, C' > 0 such that (Im^-r^l+I^D^w^^^^m^-fc^l+I^D+G', ^e(C 71 .
Next let^)
Obviously, v satisfies (1) and (2) 
of PL(K,Q), hence it satisfies condition (3) of PL(K, Q) by hypothesis. This implies for z e V u(z) ^ 2v(z) -w(z) + C'
^(Im z) + (21 + /') log(l + |^|) + 2C + C 1 .
Thus we have shown that V satisfies PL(K, Q).
Remark. -As the proof of Theorem 2.9 shows, the conditions (3), (4) and (5) in 2.9 are equivalent for any algebraic variety V and not only for Y(P).
Recall that an algebraic variety V is called homogeneous, if for each z C V and each A € (C, also Xz belongs to V. 
PROPOSITION. -Let K C Q C BV be compact, convex sets
(a) IfV is homogeneous then V satisfies PL(K, Q) if, and only if each u C PSH(V) satisfying condition (1) and (2) in 2.6(c) also satisfies u(z) ^J^(Im^), zeV. (b) IfV satisfies PL(K, Q) then V also satisfies PL{\K, XQ) for each A>0. EXTENSION AND LACUNAS OF SOLUTIONS
(c) The condition PL(K,Q) is not changed if condition (1) in 2.6(c) is replaced by u(z)^HK(lmz)^-0(l).
Proof. -(a) Choose I and C according to 2.6(c) and let u € PSH(V) satisfy (1) and (2) in 2.6(c). Since V is a homogeneous variety, for each R > 0 the function up{z) := Ru(z/R), z € V, is plurisubharmonic on V and satisfies (1) and (2) The proof of the equivalence of the properties (5) - (8) is the same as the one of the equivalence of the properties (1) -(4). 
K) --S^^K) is surjective (5) K satisfies the P {D) -extension property for V (6) (K^Q) satisfies the P(D)-extension property for T)' for each compact, convex set Q in IR^ with K c Q (7) (K,Q) satisfies the P(D)-extension property for V for some
COROLLARY. -If a convex, compact set K C IR/ 1 with nonempty interior has the P{D)-extension property, then \K has the P(D)-extension property for each
(a) If K has the P(D)-extension property then P(D) : £(K) -^ 8(K) and P(D) : ^(IR 71 ) -> ^(IR 71 ) admit a continuous linear right inverse. (b) If P is homogeneous and if P(D) : £{K) -^ £(K) admits a continuous linear right inverse then K has the P(D)-extension property.
Local and linear P(P)-extension property.
In this section we show that the P(D)-extension property for a compact convex set K is equivalent to some local P(D)-extension property, to the existence of "fundamental solutions" with certain lacunas and to the existence of continuous extension operators for the zero-solutions of P{D) onK. (1)J^\K= UO, j=i (2) there exist 0 < rriQ < 1 < MQ < oo such that for all x G Qj: (2), (4), (6), (7) and (8) hold for arbitrarily given compact sets K whenever B ^ 1 is sufficiently large (see e.g. Stein [S], Chap. 6).
To show the properties (3) and (5) observe that for each j e IN the following holds:
Hence ( Note that LK is continuous, linear and has the following properties:
This implies (2). Hence iK°3K{W,K)) C S{W,K). Moreover
P(D)iKoJK(v)=P(D)iK(^v)=v for veS^.K).
This implies that LK ° JK is a right inverse for P(D) : 
and satisfies As a direct consequence of Proposition 3.12 we get the following corollary. 
P(D)aK(f) = P{D)EK(!) -P(D)^K (P(D)EK(f)) =0 for / e £p(K).
This implies OK (£pW)
C
